Define and illuminate jersey barriers with single and double height supports.

Injected ABS frames with reflector inserts provide jersey barriers with a high visibility traffic control device that enhances and outlines roadways for all motorists. Available in single and double sided units with choice of lens color. Color coding provides greater flexibility when adapting to specific applications. Jersey barrier reflectors can be mounted on bridge rails and tunnels for night illumination.

Jersey barrier reflectors can be used for highways, work zones, city and rural roads. They install easily with adhesive cement.

**JBR TYPE REFLECTORS**

Brighten the road ahead with high power jersey barrier reflectors.

Made with injected ABS for strength, JBR supports with prismatic reflectors provide exceptional night guidance to oncoming motorists.

Two models available, single and double height for enhanced visibility.

**JBF TYPE REFLECTORS**

Flexible, all temperature jersey barrier reflectors are designed to flex when subjected to impacts. They are equipped with high power reflectors for greater nighttime vision, thereby enhancing safety for all motorists.

JBF model reflectors support up to four (4) reflectors. Made with unbreakable polymers, JBF barrier mount reflectors provide a long lasting traffic safety device.

**AST TYPE REFLECTORS**

AST type reflectors are single piece reflectors that affix to concrete, steel and wood with contact cement. AST reflectors meet or exceed Federal specifications for traffic control devices. AST reflectors are an effective alternative to conventional reflection systems.

**JBA ALUMINUM SIDE MOUNTS**

Aluminum side mount jersey barrier reflectors for peripheral light reflection.


**AST-S1 Angled reflector with 7 square inches of reflective face. Iluminate short radius curves and round obstructions.**

**AST-F Vandal proof Single or double sided reflector with flexible hinge. Equipped with 3M reflective film. Available in all colors**

Sizes:
- 4 3/8" x 2 1/2" x 2" for Single height JBF-1
- 4 1/2" x 2 1/2" x 1" for Double height JBF-2

Sizes:
- 3" x 5/14" x 2 1/2" for AST-R1
- 4 1/2" x 2 1/2" x 1" for AST-S1

**JBR-S1** Single height
**JBR-S2** Double height
**JBF-S1** Single sided
**JBF-S2** Double sided
**AST-F1** Single sided
**AST-R1** Single sided barrier
**AST-S1** Angled wall mount

Prices reflect single units only, please contact your sales representative for quantity pricing.
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